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agronomy - definition of agronomy in English Oxford Dictionaries agronomist definition, meaning, what is
agronomist: a scientist who works in agronomy (= the science of farming): . Learn more. agronomy (noun) definition
and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Define agronomy: a science that deals with the methods used by farmers to raise
crops and care for the soil. agronomy translation Spanish English-Spanish dictionary Reverso Apr 24, 2005 The
agronomist could tell that he was undressing Mother Earths soul with his prose. by DeeTee April The Urban Dictionary
T-Shirt. Soft and agronomist Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Agronomy definition: the science of
cultivation of land, soil management , and crop production Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.
agronomy noun - Definition, pictures, pronunciation and usage Define agronomy (noun) and get synonyms. What is
agronomy (noun)? agronomy (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Agronomy definition
and meaning Collins English Dictionary agronomy /??gr?n?mi/USA pronunciation n. [uncountable]. Agriculturethe
science of farm management and of the production of crops. agronomic Agronomy Define Agronomy at Back amid
the expensive Gucci handbags and earrings, I met Francisco, a retired agronomist with dark skin and a shock of silver
hair. BBCJun 6, 2017. Bringing agronomy - pronunciation of agronomy by Macmillan Dictionary This Glossary of
Crop Science Terms was developed by a number of ad hoc committees of the Crop Science Society of America to
provide a single glossary of Dictionary Of Agronomy (4 Parts) - Mittal Publications the science and economics of
crop production management of farm land. Origin of agronomy. French agronomie from Old French agronome,
agriculturist from Glossary of Soil Science Terms American Society of Agronomy agronomy. n. science of land
management for crop production, 1814, from French agronomie, from Greek agronomos overseer of land, from agros
field (see acre) + -nomos law or custom, administering, related to nemein manage (see numismatics). Agronomy
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Definition of Agronomy by Merriam-Webster agronomy definition, meaning, what is agronomy: the science of
farming, including the study of soil, plants, and animals, and ways to. Learn more. Agronomist - definition of
agronomist by The Free Dictionary agronomy translation spanish, English - Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also
agronomist,astronomy,aground,agrobiology, example of use, definition, Agronomic - definition of agronomic by The
Free Dictionary The DICTIONARY OF AGRONOMY (in 4 parts) is an esseniial reference tool for all students of
agriculture m pursuit of competitive examinations and eventual Agronomy dictionary definition agronomy defined YourDictionary Definition of agronomy noun in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation,
picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms Urban Dictionary: agronomy The Dictionary of
Agronomy (in 4 parts is an essential reference tool for all students of agriculture in pursuit of competitive examinations
and eventual success in Agronomy - definition of agronomy by The Free Dictionary agronomy - Dictionary of
English the science of cultivation of land, soil management, and crop production. agronomy in Science. agronomy.
(?-gron?-me) The scientific study of soil management and crop production, including irrigation and the use of
herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers. Glossary of Crop Science Terms American Society of Agronomy
Pronunciation of agronomy. How to say agronomy with audio by Macmillan Dictionary. agronomy - Online
Etymology Dictionary Mr. Preval received an agronomy degree from Gembloux Agricultural University in Belgium
and later studied geothermal sciences at the University of Pisa in Dictionary of agronomy (Dictionary of agricultural
and allied Agronomic definition, the science of soil management and the production of field crops. See more.
Agronomist Define Agronomist at Buy Dictionary of agronomy (Dictionary of agricultural and allied sciences) on ?
FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. none Application of the various soil and plant sciences to soil management and
crop production scientific agriculture. ag?ronom?ic (ag?r?-nom?ik), Biotechs Dictionary of Agronomy:
9788176221429: agronomy. /???r?n?mi/ /???ran?me/. Word of the Day. executrix. noun. Woty blank 315x190. The
Oxford Dictionaries Word of the Year 2016 is Dictionary Agronomic Define Agronomic at Agronomy is the science
and technology of producing and using plants for food, fuel, fiber, and . Look up agronomist in Wiktionary, the free
dictionary. Dictionary of Agronomy - Google Books Result Definition of agronomy: The study of a division of
agriculture dealing with crop production and management of farm land. Individuals specializing in agronomy Look up
agronomy at : science of land management for crop production, (from PIE root *nem- assign, allot). Related:
Agronomist agronomic. What is agronomy? definition and meaning - This Glossary of Soil Science Terms was an ad
hoc committee of the Soil Science of America to provide a single glossary of terms for the various disciplines of
agronomy Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Definition of agronomy in English: agronomy Dictionary
20update. Drunk Texts, Squad Goals, and Brewers Droop: an Oxford Dictionaries update. agronomy - Dictionary
Definition : Application of the various soil and plant sciences to soil management and crop production scientific
agriculture. ag?ronom?ic (ag?r?-nom?ik), Agronomy - Wikipedia
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